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LYON: Interpol yesterday pulled out of a multi-million-
euro deal with FIFA to promote “integrity” in sport, as the
corruption scandal engulfing the world’s football govern-
ing body left it increasingly isolated. The international
police organization announced it was suspending a 10-
year partnership deal with FIFA worth 20 million euros
($22 million) for its “Integrity in Sport program.” Interpol
boss Juergen Stock noted that partners in the program
“must share the fundamental values and principles of the
organization.”

FIFA has been in crisis since May after 14 people con-
nected to FIFA were charged as part of a US investigation
into alleged corruption. The scandal spectacularly
brought down FIFA boss Sepp Blatter and has also cast
doubt on the fairness of the bidding process for the 2018
and 2022 World Cups, to be staged in Russia and Qatar
respectively. FIFA hit back at Interpol, voicing disappoint-
ment at the decision to suspend the partnership agree-
ment, which it called a “success”. “Our cooperation over
the past four years has been a key part of addressing the
transnational problem of match fixing,” stressed FIFA. The
program itself was “unrelated” to the current crisis sur-
rounding the football body, FIFA added, calling for it to

resume as soon as possible and adding it was in contact
with Interpol to resolve the issue.

EU ‘perplexes’ FIFA
The “Integrity in Sport” drive has coordinated global

efforts to prevent match fixing and illegal gambling by
criminal groups. Interpol’s decision came a day after an
educational charity launched by football fan Pope Francis
said it  would no longer accept money from South
American football confederation CONMEBOL.Scholas
Occurrentes had been due to receive a $10,000 donation
from  CONMEBOL for every goal and penalty kick scored
during the Copa America, the South American champi-
onship which kicked off Thursday in Chile. Those indicted
in the US investigation include CONMEBOL executive
committee members Rafael Esquivel of Venezuela and
Jose Maria Marin of Brazil, as well as former federation
presidents Eugenio Figueredo of Uruguay and Nicolas
Leoz of Paraguay.

In another potential blow for CONMEBOL, Paraguay’s
Congress voted on Thursday to lift the immunity of its
headquarters. Under a special law, the confederation’s
building on the outskirts of Asuncion had enjoyed the

same immunity as foreign diplomatic missions since it
opened in 1997. And the scandal continues to end
careers, with the latest person to fall on his sword being
FIFA’s director of communications and public affairs
Walter De Gregorio, who resigned on Thursday. De
Gregorio reportedly stepped down after making a joke
about the crisis on Swiss TV. Meanwhile, Blatter dismissed
a European Parliament demand for him to quit immedi-
ately, with a FIFA spokesman saying he intended to con-
tinue in office until a successor was appointed, probably
by the end of the year.

European lawmakers overwhelmingly called for his
immediate resignation-a call FIFA said left it “perplexed”.
The net is closing in on the remaining suspects indicted
by the United States after Italian-Argentine businessman
Alejandro Burzaco handed himself in to police in Italy on
Tuesday. Brazilian businessman Jose Margulies remains at
large, along with father-and-son marketing executives
Hugo and Mariano Jinkis. The Jinkises, owners of sports
marketing company Full Play, have asked a federal court
to allow them to remain free and said they will not hand
themselves in until they have exhausted all legal options,
their lawyers said. —AFP 

Interpol suspends 20 million-euro deal with FIFA

SANTIAGO: Chile launched their quest for
Copa America glory with a 2-0 victory over
Ecuador as the South American football
showpiece kicked off  here Thursday.
Juventus star Arturo Vidal and Napoli ’s
Eduardo Vargas struck in the second half to
give the Chileans a winning start in Group A
as they chase a first Copa America crown in
99 years of trying. Vidal bounced back from
the disappointment of  last  week’s
Champions League final defeat to Barcelona
to bury a 67th-minute penalty before Vargas
sealed victory six minutes from time.

Roared on by a passionate home crowd in
Santiago, Chile began at a furious pace,
twice threatening in the opening minutes
after slicing Ecuador open. Arsenal star
Alexis Sanchez was the first to go close,
latching onto a through ball from Jorge
Valdivia before poking a low shot just wide
of the post beyond the advancing Alexander
Dominguez in the second minute.
Dominguez was pressed into action by
Sanchez again moments later, but the tall
goalkeeper judged the striker’s attempted
lob and gathered with ease.

After  surviving the early  onslaught,
Ecuador gave Chile a scare at the other end
on 18 minutes when Fidel Martinez pounced
on slack defending to draw a fine save from
Barcelona goalkeeper Claudio Bravo.
Ecuador continued to frustrate the home
side but Chile always looked the likeliest to
score, Sanchez again going close with a shot
that rolled just wide on 39 minutes. West
Ham striker Enner Valencia set alarm bells
ringing in the Chile defense shortly after
half-time but sidefooted wide after being
picked out by Swansea’s Jefferson Montero.

Yet Chile stepped up the pace, threaten-
ing through Vidal and Vargas before the
game’s turning point when Vidal burst into
the box and was tugged down by Miller
Bolanos. Argentine referee Nestor Pitana
pointed to the spot immediately and Vidal
stepped up to blast the spot kick high and
wide past Dominguez.  Valencia almost
grabbed an equalizer shortly afterwards
when his looping header crashed off the
crossbar but moments later Chile made the
game safe when Sanchez released to Vargas
who slid his shot beneath Dominguez for 2-
0. The only blackspot for Chile was a red a
card for Matias Fernandez in the closing
minutes for two cautions. —AFP

Chile down Ecuador to launch Copa with win

SANTIAGO: Chile’s Gary Medel (left) clears a ball beside Ecuador’s
Enner Valencia during a Copa America Group 1 soccer match at the
National Stadium in Santiago, Chile, Thursday, June 11, 2015. —AP

FIFA chief resists quit 
calls; top ally resigns

PARIS: FIFA president Sepp Blatter yesterday ruled out a European
Parliament demand for him to quit immediately, but one of his top
lieutenants did resign from the embattled organization. Blatter
resigned last week despite being re-elected as head of football’s
world governing body, which has been consumed by an ever-widen-
ing corruption probe, but intends to continue in office until a succes-
sor is designated, probably by the end of the year. “FIFA is perplexed
by the European Parliament’s resolution,” a FIFA spokesman said. “As
is well known, following his re-election, the FIFA president already
decided, owing to the special circumstances in which FIFA finds itself,
to lay down his mandate at an extraordinary elective congress.”

The European Parliament had called on Blatter to step down
immediately and allow for an interim leader to launch reforms in the
organization. In a show of hands, lawmakers overwhelmingly voted
for the resolution in Strasbourg, France. The FIFA spokesman added:
“The president is focused on ensuring that at this congress, which he
is demanding, imperative reforms are passed and a new president
elected.” The date for that congress will be set at an executive com-
mittee meeting in Zurich on July 20. Meanwhile, FIFA director of
communications and public affairs Walter De Gregorio resigned from
his position with immediate effect. 

His deputy has been named as an interim replacement. De
Gregorio, who FIFA said will continue to serve “on a consultancy
basis” until the end of the year, had been in the position since 2011
and was present when Blatter announced his resignation on June 2.
“Walter has worked incredibly hard for the past four years and we are
immensely grateful for all he has done. I am glad we will be able to
continue to draw on his expertise until the end of the year,” FIFA
Secretary General Jerome Valcke said in a statement. Some media
reports suggested that De Gregorio had fallen on his sword after
making a joke about the FIFA crisis on Swiss TV. De Gregorio report-
edly joked to an interviewer: “The FIFA president, Sepp Blatter, the
director of communications and the general secretary are all sitting in
a car-who is driving? The police.”

Argentines at large
Two Argentine businessmen wanted on US charges of bribing

FIFA officials, meanwhile, refused to surrender and demanded they
be allowed to remain free while they fight extradition. Father and son
marketing executives Hugo and Mariano Jinkis, who are currently in
Argentina, have asked a federal court to allow them to remain free
and will not hand themselves in unless they exhaust all legal options,
their lawyers said. The Jinkises, the owners of sports marketing com-
pany Full Play, are among the 14 football officials and marketing
executives indicted by the United States.

They are among the last suspects still at large, along with Brazilian
businessman Jose Margulies. Italian-Argentine businessman
Alejandro Burzaco handed himself in to police in Italy Tuesday and is
under house arrest. Football’s governing body has been in the grip of
a crisis since the end of May when 14 current or former FIFA officials
and sports marketing executives were charged following a wave of
arrests in Zurich as part of a US investigation into alleged corruption.
The scandal has also cast doubt on the fairness of the bidding
process for the 2018 and 2022 World Cups to be staged in Russia and
Qatar respectively. —AFP


